Communicate With Anyone.
Anywhere. Over Any Device.
Even the most advanced technology
ecosystem is only as powerful as
your ability to access it. That’s
why MOTOTRBO Ion allows you to
communicate with virtually anyone,
anywhere, using any device. With
Seamless Voice Handover, your device
automatically switches to broadband
when you roam beyond your radio
system coverage, so you’re always
connected to your teams and data.
Plus, the Motorola Solutions WAVE
PTX app provides full interoperability
with any device. Now, your teams
can easily and quickly connect and
share multimedia over laptops, tablets,
phones and PTT radios.

MOTOTRBOTM ION
SMART RADIO FOR
BUSINESS
The Power of the Motorola Solutions Unified
Technology Ecosystem. The Simplicity of
One Device.
What’s the ideal device for workers on the job? Is it an Android app-based
touchscreen smartphone? Or a reliable, rugged instant communication
Push-to-Talk (PTT) radio?
Now you don’t need to choose. With the new MOTOTRBO™ Ion
smart radio, you get it all.
MOTOTRBO Ion works like you do. It’s the first business-ready rugged
communication device with all-on voice and broadband data capabilities. It
brings together renowned PTT performance, an open app ecosystem on the
Android platform and access to the Motorola Solutions unified technology
ecosystem — from video security and analytics solutions, to best-in-class
network security, to powerful new software and technology services like
smart virtual assistants.
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A UNIFIED TECHNOLOGY ECOSYSTEM
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
We believe safety is the foundation on which
everything else is built. This foundation is built
using technology that works for you and works
together. That’s why at Motorola Solutions we
built the first and only technology ecosystem
that unifies voice, video, data and analytics on
one common platform.
By seamlessly integrating video security and
analytics, command center software and
critical communications technologies, you
can eliminate organizational silos, simplify
management and easily automate custom
workflows. Now, you can more effectively
detect, analyze, communicate and respond
to any security and operational threats.

MOTOTRBO Ion brings the Motorola Solutions
unified technology ecosystem to the palm of
your hand. Stream live video from security
cameras and other devices, then share those
clips with your teams. See real-time alerts from
access control and analytics-based sensors
configured through our workflow automation
tool. Focus on what matters the most and
automate the rest with Orchestrate, our
cloud-based workflow automation tool that
lets you automatically control your integrated
technology ecosystem. Or download 3rd party
workflow apps to help automate other routine
business processes.

MOTOTRBO ION: IN ACTION
DURING A TYPICAL WORK DAY
Across industries, the ability to quickly and efficiently detect, analyze, communicate and
respond to potential threats and everyday challenges is critical to operating a well-run business.

Hospitality
In the hospitality industry, ensuring customer satisfaction is key. That means complex operations
must happen smoothly, often out of view from guests. And that requires seamless communication
between many different teams and functions, often using different devices and technology.
MOTOTRBO Ion allows hospitality workers to stay connected regardless of network or device,
with deep technology integrations that speed results to keep guests safe and happy.
Integration with IoT Devices
When a thermostat malfunctions in a guest’s
room, it can automatically send an alert to the
facilities supervisor’s radio. The supervisor
can then open a work ticket and radio out to
dispatch a maintenance team member. Within
a few minutes, the supervisor receives an
alert that the ticket has been resolved.
Work Ticketing
When a worker notices a leaking pipe, they
can instantly radio maintenance along with
an image of the issue. Maintenance arrives
the first time with the right part to quickly fix
the issue.
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Video Security Integration
When a video camera sees someone in
a restricted area, its self-learning video
analytics automatically alert security staff.
Staff can radio the nearest personnel, along
with an image of the person to the entire
security, events and guest services teams.
Intelligence at a Glance
When a shuttle driver needs to communicate
with hotel staff, they only need to use one
device regardless of who they’re trying to
reach. At the same time, the front desk can
track the shuttle’s location directly on their
MOTOTRBO Ion smart radio, eliminating
distractions for the driver while providing
hotel staff with more information at a glance.

ALWAYS BE ON WITH MOTOTRBO ION
With MOTOTRBO Ion, teams stay connected across networks and
devices. Business-critical data and workflows are unified and simplified.
And the capabilities your workforce needs to be at their best are always
on. Explore the MOTOTRBO Ion smart radio and experience how the
power of the Motorola Solutions technology ecosystem can transform
your operations.
The best part? You can do it all right on your MOTOTRBO Ion
smart radio.

A Universe Of Business Apps In Your Hand
MOTOTRBO Ion arrives ready to access a universe of Android-based apps. Your teams
receive full multimedia capabilities and the complete Google Play store experience with
all of G-Suite, including Gmail, Calendar and more. Plus, you receive access to thousands of
3rd party apps for business including ticketing, scanning, searching, collaborating and more.

To learn more about MOTOTRBO Ion, visit: motorolasolutions.com/ion
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